development works really well for us and we all
learn a lot. For the Billy it took a year from the first
prototype until we were happy. As it was our first
reflex we wanted it to be right.”

Construction

The wing is made with Dominico cloth, a fabric
ITV have been using more than 12 years. “We’ve
found it ages particularly well and we have never
had a problem with Dominico,” says Heniu. “We
make use of different weights of cloth through the
wing. The elasticity of the material gives the wing
very good behaviour in turbulence.”
Nylon rods are long, and best packed concertina
style. Rather unusually the rods aren’t sewn in
to the bottom surface seam and there are small
triangles of Mylar-like stiffening material used,
which create airscoops in the inlets. On the top
surface two seams running spanwise are evidence
of 3D shaping, used to reduce the billowing that
can cause creases by the cell seams which can
reduce performance. I was surprised to see no use
of mini-ribs at the rear of the wing.
The Billy is all about usability. Sheathed lines are
colour-coded throughout for ease of use, and the
four-riser setup with split A-risers makes pulling
big ears straightforward. Rather than having lots of
adjusters and separate tip-steering like you’ll find
on Dudek wings, ITV have used thin webbing and
an uncluttered design, meaning the risers are easy
to hold in your hands during launch. The brake
handles include tip-steering functionality, with a
plastic-covered line running out from the corner
of the handle to the tip of the wing. On some reflex

designs you have to reach for a separate tip-steering
handle, which gives finer control – this is a simpler
solution. If you are cruising in reflex mode you can
still clip the brakes onto their keepers and then
just reach up to the tip-steering to make course
corrections.
As is common with power-specific wings, there
are two brake pulley positions to allow for low
and high hangpoint motors. The hangpoints at
the bottom of the risers have a smaller loop within
that can be used to compensate for engine torque.

MANUFACTURER’S INFO

What they say: “The Billy is for
everyone, from leaving school to
competition.”
Sizes (m2): 20, 22.5, 25.1, 28
Take-off weight (kg): 65-110, 80-120,
90-140, 110 – 160
Cells: 58
Aspect ratio: 5.4
Certification: DGAC plus EN load test
Online: www.itv-parapentes.com

Time to fly

My first flight was from a beach on the Costa
Brava in Spain. Others were coming back to land,
complaining conditions were getting windy and
bumpy, but I decided to give it a go while I still
could as the forecast looked worse later on.
The Billy rises steadily, and even with a
reasonable amount of wind it doesn’t come racing
overhead – there is no real need to brake it as it
reaches the zenith. Once there it takes very little
control to keep it there. Applying the gas I was off
in a couple of steps.
Conditions were indeed less than ideal for a first
flight. The offshore wind was increasing, leading
to mechanical turbulence. The wing did a good
job of absorbing the rough stuff and it felt solid
throughout the flight.
Kicking into a turn, the brakes felt heavy
compared with free flying wings, but they’re on
a par with other reflex wings. In slow trim, the
brakes were nicely effective and it was easy to
get the wing banked up and round quickly. There

DETAILS
The tip-steering system is simple and
easy to use
The trimmers give 18cm of travel.
The risers are colour coded, making it
easy to grab the right line.
Set back A-lines and reinforcement in the
leading edge.
Photos: Charlie King
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